
Zoom-in Z

    three  3

Zoom-in The world speaks English

What do you remember?

Der australische Kontinent hat 
eine einzigartige Tierwelt.

The Australian   has got a 

  animal world.

The Australians call this animal a   . 

We call it a   .

Koalas und Schnabeltiere leben in 
(Spitzname für Australien).

  and   

live   .

Die Aborigines sind eine 
Minderheit in der australischen 
Gesellschaft.

The   are a   

in Australian   .

Sie sind die einheimische 
Bevölkerung Australiens. They are the   population of Australia.

Ihre Heimat ist das australische 
Hinterland. Their home is the   .

Es gibt viele getrennte 
Aboriginefamilien. There are many     families.

Das ist das Ergebnis erzwungener 
Umsiedlung. This is the result of     .

➞ pages 8–11

1 Mixed bag

Fill in the missing words.

The Australian   is a huge area. It is the home of the 

  people of Australia – the   .

  families were torn apart by   .

Australia has been a   for 50 million years,   

from the rest of the world. That’s why   animals live there. 

  and   , for example.

1

2

3

continentoutback

unique

Aboriginal

koalas
forced relocation

separated

indigenous

kangaroos Aborigines
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Text A + B 1

     n ine  9

Unit 1 Australia

What do you remember?

Charakterisierung

In order to write a   you have to 

look at how the characters feel and behave. 

Atem

Maybe they are shy and scared and hold their

  when something unusual happens.

selbstsicher • direkt They might also be   and   .

adaptiert • gekürzt

Even if stories for students are often   and 

  , you can find out a lot about the characters 

if you look at their actions.

➞ pages 12–15

1 Aboriginal life

Find five words/phrases in the box that have to do with Aboriginal life, culture and problems and make a 
sentence with each.

1.   

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

2 Describing a character

Find the right adjective to describe these people.

1. Someone who often does something for other people. ➜   

2. A person that often fights with other people. ➜   

3. Someone who openly talks about problems. ➜   

4. Someone who believes in herself/himself. ➜   

5. A person who doesn’t like foreign people. ➜   

the outback • breath • forced relocation • apartheid • Bollywood • British settlement • unique culture •  
life in townships • direct characterization • natural lifestyle • pop culture • to dominate • abridged • minority • 

monarch • separated families • systematic killing

direct confidentracist aggressive

helpful
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1 Wordwise

14  four teen   

What do you remember?

Dieser Club soll der beste in 
London sein. This club   the best in London.

Heute Abend gehe ich zu einem 
sehr förmlichen Abendessen. Tonight I’m going to a very   dinner.

Der Präsident gilt als fairer Mann. The new president   a fair man.

➞ page 21

7 Peter’s blog

Peter is going on a four week road trip across Australia. He is sharing his experiences in a blog. Here are two 
texts he has posted. Complete them with the missing words. Put them into the right form where necessary.

 

Hi everybody out there – or, like the   say: “ ” :-). 

Tonight I arrived in Australia and I’m dog-tired after the long flight. I’m so excited about the next four weeks 

  !! From the plane I could see the   and huge areas of 

green   . I’m looking forward to seeing some 

  and other   animals! 

And here’s a note for my mum: Don’t be such a   ! :-) 

I know there’s a high risk of   , because of the 

    , so I promise to 

wear clothes when I go to the beach. Good night everybody!

kangarooozone layerG’dayrainforest

down under worry-wart

exotic
Aussie skin cancer

to destroy

outback

climax

to make 

to interest Aboriginal green antdishused to

barbie penal colony aspect

convict

to post crocodileall kinds of

Today some Aussies invited us over to their place. They told me that Australia   

be a   . This   me a lot! Centuries ago, Australia 

was full of British   ! At the   our new friends ate 

  exotic   :   meat, for  

example. And they   us try everything! :-) I even ate   .  

You don’t believe me?! Look at the photo I have   ! This was the 

  of my trip – at least until now! Tomorrow I’m going to visit an 

  reservation to get to know a different   of Australian 
culture. See you!
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Check-out 1
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B

F
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D

E

    f i fteen  15

8 A crossword

Complete the crossword puzzle with the missing words in the sentences.

1 2

3

4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13

14

15

ACROSS DOWN

 1.  The writer used a lot of … to create expectations in 
the reader.

 3.  After a war there are often many … families.
 5.  The company is looking for someone who is able to 

write in …
 7.  The … will help you if you get into trouble in 

a foreign country, for example if you lose your 
passport.

 8.  Skin … is a problem in Australia.
 9. The political system of Germany is …
12.  I can speak three … languages: French, Spanish 

and Italian.
13. The story was … for children.
14.  The Aborigines are the … population of Australia.
15.  Jimmy likes Maths and working with money, so he 

decided to become a …

 2. After World War II America became a …
 4. The president soon realized that the … was lost.
 5. The workers are waiting for a … of steel.
 6. The Queen is the British …
10.  Only the … version of the fi lm is shown in the 

cinema.
11.  Let’s go to the small shop … I must buy some food.

AAAACCCC
BBBB

FFFF
GGGG

HHHH

DDDD

EEEE
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